James Ryan
YourAddress
The Honorable John F. Kerry
US Department of State
2201 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20520
May 8, 2016
Dear Secretary Kerry,
My wife and I greatly admire you, and your extraordinary efforts to ensure the protection of U.S. citizens
abroad, which “ranks among the State Department’s highest priorities” 5 ; I am writing to appeal to you
for assistance, and protection for our beloved son, Jimmy, and urge you to investigate why our U.S. child
is near death, as a direct consequence of- gross and systematic violations of human rights being recklessly
condoned by the deliberate omission of the Japan police, and U.S. consular officers in Tokyo Japan.
Our urgent appeal demonstrates just how critical the State Department's Bureau of Democracy, Human
Rights and Labor (DRL) efforts are to the U.S. foreign policy in promoting democracy, and protecting
human rights globally 6 . Clearly, when officers fail in legal obligations5 to assist, protect and even report
-OUR- EVIDENCE1,2,3,4 of atrocious human rights violations committed against U.S. citizens in Japan,
such deliberate omission implicitly condones, facilitates the continuation, and worsening of atrocious
abuses.
Horrifying, in spite of years of repeatedly appealing (from 2011 literally begged) Secretary Clinton’s, and
your Department officers for urgent help, protection, and to investigate our evidence1,2,3,4 of a
disturbing number of gross, and systematic violations of human rights - including barbarous acts
committed on our son, consular officers have repeatedly claimed “there is nothing we can do”, and have
callously refused to help us. We’ve confirmed, officers had legal obligations to assist us, and may have
cruelly misled us, or grossly incompetent in foreign policy. We urge you to investigate our evidence
before Jimmy dies, and hold responsible, those who repeatedly failed in obligations to protect or assist us,
and acted with a reckless disregard for the safety of a human life of a child.
Tragically, our Irrefutable evidence clearly shows, Japan military medical officers -admit on taped
evidence1,2,3 - put a plastic bag over our eleven-year-old son’s head, suffocated a disabled child, and
inflicted Jimmy with such severe pediatric brain injury - it left him in a vegetative state, with eyes locked
open, and dependent on life support machine to remain alive. The medical unit then colluded to cover up
atrocity, made no attempt to contact parents, withheld critical medical care on a child they knew was
dying7,8 - from blood tests taken just after they suffocated him; they then abandoned our child, waited
until I returned, and initially tried to insinuate that I may have inflicted the severe injury, until we caught
them repeatedly lying -on taped evidence1,2,3 . Likely motive*1
(Jimmy was suffocated just two days after a “final warning” was made by an influential bureaucrat from a Kobe
Institute; threats that were aimed at our son-Jimmy, coercing us into a criminal conspiracy to cover-up evidence of
scientific misconduct of three leading scientists and schemes of fraud –valued into the millions- the bureaucrat’s
family benefited financially from. The bureaucrat’s Kobe Institute benefited dramatically from atrocity, and
omission, as they escaped police investigation, and misconduct hidden from public scrutiny; technology licensed to
us, was then taken from us by a corrupt Kobe city court, and then given to the very same Kobe Institute. The
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Jimmy, a human being, a U.S. citizen, is denied the most basic human rights in Japan; he is denied the
Department officer’s assistance, protection or investigation; he is denied Japan police investigation or
protection; we are denied freedom of expression (amoral censorship of establishment local and foreign
media who recklessly deny investigation or lifesaving transparency to a child); we are denied human
rights to seek redress in Japan’s egregiously corrupt courts. This horrifying atrocity has caused irreparable
harm, and unimaginable suffering to Jimmy; our livelihood and business interests are destroyed, and our
family terrorized-mainly because such horrifying violations of international human rights law remain
concealed and condoned by such unconscionable omission.
Clearly, Department officers reckless omission sent a profoundly immoral and dangerous message
throughout Japan, that no matter how heinous the crimes -committed on a U.S. child, no one will be
investigated or be held accountable; horrifying violations on a child that still remain intentionally ignored,
uninvestigated, and tolerated; not even mentioned in the State Department’s (2010- 2015) Human Rights
Reports, which conceals atrocity on a U.S. child, and grossly misrepresents the Department officers will
protect or assist U.S. citizens abroad -putting American lives and businesses at risk. Clearly, such
prolonged breach of duties enables violations to remain hidden and systematically spread into further
cruel, and unusual retaliatory punishment, and unprecedented corruption. After the suffocation atrocity of Jimmy (now dependent on life support, life in danger, as organs
dysfunction, several cardiac arrests, suffering unimaginably, and denied basic human rights, including
cruelly denied safety of transparency from establishment media), my wife and I had worked extremely
hard for several years -with the help of experts- to bring together the technology, scientists and surgeons
from all over the world to be involved in our international regenerative medicine development project;
this new company would have enabled us to advance regenerative materials to save Jimmy, but also other
children whose lives are in danger, and running out of time.
By November 2011, we had made breakthrough advancements to organize a Merger & Acquisition
between US based FortiCell Biosciences and Arblast USA (near US $200 Million invested into
technology) to establish a world’s first international advanced regenerative biomaterials company with
orphan drug approvals in the world’s largest medical markets (USA, Japan, and Israel- biomaterials
technology from Hadassah scientists). But naturally, when the Japan police, and State Departmentconsulate officers deliberately Ignore horrifying violations on U.S. children, and tolerate lawlessness and
corruption (as an expected consequence of such omission); Japan retaliatory corruption reemerged to
destroy our U.S. family again. A group of profoundly immoral people in Japan -including scientists who
knew how critical our stem cell R&D project was in developing a treatment for our child on life-support,
violated U.S. federal, and international law, as they colluded with a mentally ill person -whose illness was
so severe that he was not responding to medical treatment and on government compensation for severe
mental illness- who had no legal authority, or corporate seal; forged U.S. Federal Patents, and callously
lied to maliciously destroy our stem cell R&D merger/project.
An egregiously corrupt arbitration court in a Kobe violated all ethical, and moral obligations to uphold
international law, and commonly accepted standards of justice, by allowing the mentally ill person to file
a Kobe company into bankruptcy, seizing the patents (near $50M invested into technology-were then
given to a Kobe Institute) that were licensed exclusively to Arblast USA (They did this while my wife and
I had left Jimmy’s side, and traveled to U.S.A. to finalize Forticell & Arblast USA M&A) Likely Motive2
Irrefutable recorded, and documented EVIDENCE of suffocation of Jimmy, coercion from Kobe bureaucrat to
cover-up fraud, and scientific misconduct are concealed and condoned by the deliberate inaction of Japan police,
and consulate officers’ inaction) -
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Clearly, this omission jeopardized National Security of U.S.A; tolerating lawlessness, corruption and
violations of international human rights law, not only caused severe economic ruin to our M&A between
FortiCell Biosciences and Arblast USA. But also caused “Seldon Technologies”, a U.S.A. based carbon
nanotube technology world leader who I was exclusively representing in Japan, to suffer severe
irreparable economic ruin by lost reputation, loss of orders, and loss of Japan market business. Likely
Motive2
Indeed, the most fundamental obligation governments owe to its citizens, is to protect, and assist them especially if they are pleading for urgent help for a vulnerable child; Clearly, by intentionally ignoring,
failing to take any action on reported violations, or take any steps to prevent further crimes or remedy
them, implicitly condones atrocious violations on U.S. children, showing Japan, that U.S. department
officers do not care about inhumane acts on U.S. children, facilitates unprecedented violations and abuses.
Because our irrefutable evidence1,2,3,4 of heinous crimes are
widely known in Japan, combined with the foreign policy of
deliberate inaction and abandon vulnerable U.S. childrenblunder, the horrifying abuses continued until our beloved son
is literally awaiting death in unimaginable suffering, caused
by suffocation, denying lifesaving medical intervention, and
now hip bone is sticking outside of his body caused by (with
no informed consent when we were in USA for M&A) the
intentional starving of Jimmy. Jimmy was denied the critical
minimum calories needed to maintain his vital organ function
to sustain life and bone growth (BM). A hospital (also Nov
2011, elected a new director- and a collaborator with a
scientist involved in, and benefitted from destruction of our
FortiCell M&A) intentionally allowed only a very low 800
calories per day- which was grossly inadequate to supply Jimmy’s metabolic energy demands that were
profoundly increased by the severe suffering -metabolic stress- on life-support. The prolonged starvation
until depleted all of his body muscle mass, and adipose stores exhausted, he wasted away as his body
turned on itself, and catabolized muscle tissue from his vital organs, including heart muscle and
intercostal muscles necessary for respiration, dangerously increasing his risk of pneumonia, respiratory
failure, and impairment or loss of his body functions, his only sources to meet energy demands. (Nazi
concentration camps. In practice, Auschwitz prisoners received near 1,300 calories per day, those
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(Evidence: A corrupt Kobe arbitration court deliberately destroyed U.S. publicly traded FortiCell Biosciences merger with
Arblast USA (near US$200 Million invested into technology combined), by blatantly disregarding all recognized international
ethical and legal obligations, standards of law, and justice- as a world’s first- mentally ill patient was allowed to file Arblast Co.
LTD- into bankruptcy, enabling Kobe city to seize patents –near $50 million of investor’s money lost- that are now magically
owned by the very same Kobe Institution of the corrupt bureaucrat who made threats aimed at Jimmy -two days before he was
suffocated- to coerce my wife and I to cover up evidence of fraud and scientific misconduct). Bureaucrats are trusted with the
public’s tax money to not be involved in fraud, or conspiring to cover up fraud, or what our email evidence shows is a most
severe crime -the Kobe bureaucrat had put my wife, I and a newly elected CEO under coercion, and threats aimed at a child to
force cover up of fraud, and scientific misconduct. We have no human rights to protest the coercion or horrifying crimes that
followed threats; we are not allowed any transparency as the press freedom in Japan is worse than Tanzania5, and foreign
establishment media in Japan are even worse. And as I write this letter, it is well known by the establishment media, U.S.
consulate, and Japan police, the suffocation of a U.S. child with a plastic bag -2days after a Kobe bureaucrat coercion and threats
aimed at the U.S. child, as child’s family business is then destroyed by immoral use of the mentally ill, than assets are given to
very same bureaucrat institute-is condoned by omission.
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engaged in hard labor received near 1,700 calories per day). What kind of monsters would intentionally
ignore, conceal and tolerate such inhumane acts committed on innocent children? He is now close to
dying, PLEASE HELP HIM!
Jimmy now 19 years old, weighs near 20 kg,
which is less than holocaust Auschwitz survivors,
caused by the deliberately starving of Jimmy,
which caused his ribcage to horribly deform and
collapse into his heart and lungs, his hips,
shoulders are also dislocated and deformed.
Jimmy suffers from severe rickets (rare in
developed countries), his growth stunted, he is 4
feet and 1in tall (Father near 6’4” at age 19 yrs.).
This could've been prevented if Secretary
Clinton’s, and your consulate officers would have
acted on our earlier pleading from 2011 for urgent
assistance, and had helped Jimmy. This omission,
enabled gross human rights violations to worsen
into what evidence clearly shows are clearly
defined as crimes against humanity.
Jimmy currently has a very high risk of mortality (dying), as a direct consequence of such atrocious
violations of human rights, and international law being recklessly condoned, by the prolonged and
deliberate omission of action of Japan police, and the consulate officers, who have remained grossly
negligent in their duties and obligations to assist and protect American citizens (Gonzalez Lenahan vs.
USA, 2011 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights) by categorically, and continuously, persisted
in refusing to assist our requests for assistance under Code of Federal Regulations (CFR22, art. 71.1,
71.6, §10.735–215, §101.3(b)), US Code (22USC, art. 2715a & 3904(1)), US Department of State
Foreign Affairs Manual (7FAM, 1930’s), and Convention of Consular Relations (art. 2, 5 & 38), renders
them complicit to the human rights violations.
My wife and I are frightened that we literally have to beg the State Department to help Jimmy BEFORE
he dies. We have overwhelming evidence that the Japan police inaction, harassment and discrimination,
literally protectsthe Japan military medical officers who suffocated our child with a plastic bag; Japan
police inaction n protects the corrupt bureaucrat (who made threat aimed at Jimmy two days before he
was suffocated), scientists, and a group of profoundly immoral Japanese people who colluded to violate
international law (National Security of USA)to destroy two U.S. companies and our project to save our
child -suffering on life support. It is heart wrenching, dehumanizing, and outright shameful that State
Department officers will not even protect one U.S. child on life support who is now close to dying, with
his bone sticking outside as a direct consequence of amoral omission.
We have repeatedly filed criminal reports with the Japan police and appealed to U.S. consular officers for
years, but because of their repeated callous disregard for the human life and safety of a child, we have no
other option but to respectfully beg you, the honorable Secretary Kerry, and urge you, to launch criminal
Investigations and thoroughly investigate our disturbing evidence of gross, and chronic violations of
human rights condoned in Japan-before Jimmy dies. We kindly ask that you protect Jimmy from the
corruption that you compel the Japan Police to honor international obligations, and thoroughly investigate
the taped, documented and witness evidence they have had for years, and demand that they bring to
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justice anyone involved in heinous violations of international human rights law and behind the aggressive
harassment, and online character assassination of our family.
The following YouTube link evidence1,2,3 , that Secretary Clinton’s and your department officers -we
have been pleading with for years to investigate, is irrefutable proof that on December 28th 2007, our
eleven year old U.S. child –Jimmy- was suffocated by two Japanese military doctors, and two nurses (Dr.
W, Dr. K, and Head Nurse M, Nurse H), they admit on tape they placed a plastic bag over Jimmy’s head
at the National Defense Medical College Hospital (Bōei Ika Daigakkō is under control of the Ministry of
Defense) and had no medical reason or informed consent to do so, and now –evidence4 – they
(unconscionable liars) deny that they ever placed a plastic bag over head. (We also have hours of
recordings of pleading with U.S. embassy Tokyo, and my wife repeatedly pleading with Japan police, and
various levels of Government agencies)
Military Doctor W
Transcripts: http://horuskouki.wix.com/jimmyswish2#!about1/cu2z
EVIDENCE 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkeAv59cHHg
The recordings of Dr. (W) in the link above clearly show that head Military Doctor W is an
unconscionable liar, in less than 20 minutes here he is caught (lying) changing his story 23 times to coverup the suffocation of a eleven year old child, but admits to a story that they only placed a plastic bag over
Jimmy’s head twice for only 30 seconds; the reasons for why they did, how they did, and the time they
did placed a plastic bag over our child’s head change repeatedly in the recordings. Military Doctor K
Transcript: http://horuskouki.wix.com/jimmyswish2#!evidencek/ch8n
EVIDENCE 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZmYuusP6BM
The link above Military Doctor (K) admits he was in hospital room and placed a plastic bag over child’s
head between 5 to 10 minutes, he claimed that only Head Nurse (M), and head Military Doctor (W) were
in the hospital room with him at the time. Military Head Nurse (M)
Transcript: http://horuskouki.wix.com/jimmyswish2#!tape3/c6ma
EVIDENCE 3.a: https://youtu.be/cNiIANR95TA
The recordings in the link above, Military Head Nurse (M) admits to placing a bag over child’s head for
three minutes. Military Head Nurse (M) official story is that she was standing outside Jimmy’s hospital
room during plastic bag incident as a lookout in the hall window, and that only Dr. (W) and Nurse (H)
were involved. She claimed that Dr. (K) was not in room.
Transcript: http://horuskouki.wix.com/jimmyswish2#!i13/c1766
EVIDENCE 3.b: https://youtu.be/jLaSZv-KUPQ
The recordings of Military Head Nurse (M) above link admits to placing a bag over child’s head around
13:00 pm Dec 28th 2007
Transcript: http://horuskouki.wix.com/jimmyswish2#!i/c1web
EVIDENCE 3.c: https://youtu.be/AYOKvNiqohY
The evidence recordings of in the link above clearly show that Military Head Nurse Mayumi Iwahana
admits that on December 28th around 2:00 pm she telephones my wife and I to request that we bring
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around 6 pairs of pajamas and lots of tissue and made no attempt to disclose to parents that child’s brain
was severely injured, and suffering in critical condition with his eyes were locked open in a vegetative
state from what clearly plastic bag suffocation inflicted severe pediatric brain injury.
Japan Police
EVIDENCE 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjYga7ZgGoc&feature=youtu.be
The above YouTube link (June 2015) Tokorozawa Police and Jimmy’s mother-Miki, clearly show
evidence that the Tokorozawa police have repeatedly failed in their professional, legal and moral
obligation to act strictly in accordance with international law and protect an innocent U.S. child, and have
repeatedly failed in their obligations to conduct proper investigation. The recorded evidence shows the
Japan police fail by simply visiting the National Defense Medical College Hospital and ask Doctor W a
few questions, and then simply believe the (lying) verbal claim “no one from the National Defense
Medical College has ever put a plastic bag over our Child's head”. Contradictions in story and out right
lying should amount to at least criminal act of fraud.
EVIDENCE 5: we have recorded evidence that Dr. K was involved in a scheme on December 26th 2007
-just two days before he suffocated our eleven year old son, covered up atrocity, and initially tried to
blame me for the severe injury; Dr. K was telephoning a Tokyo Metropolitan Hiroo Hospital, trying to
influence a Dr. H to report my wife and I (Jimmy’s parents) to the Child Consultation –protectionCenter. Suspicious as to why and why just didn’t he just call to report himself from the Military hospital,
and why his scheme to falsely accuse my wife, and I, was just a few hours after an influential bureaucrat Y N- from Kobe Japan had telephoned Jimmy’s mother, to intimidate her with a “final warning” that it
would become a problem for our son, if we continue with our board resolution remedy decision to report
bureaucrats husband Mr. K N, and three leading RIKEN scientists to shareholders for scientific
misconduct, multiple schemes of fraud, (whether the fraud was intentional or unintentional- they were
legally obligated to disclose all facts to shareholders all the information that was withheld from them and
they must payback investors -what our internal investigations showed equaled close to- $3,000,000.00.,)
and the Japan police, and included coercion from bureaucrat. Our family believes that the December 28th
2007 plastic bag suffocation of our eleven year old son-Jimmy by Japanese military doctors, including the
continued violations of international law, human rights law, and U.S., and Japan constitution, (including
the corruption mentioned above), is the severe system-wide retaliation for our board resolution decision
made at emergency board meeting held December 24th 2007, it was the board’s legal and moral
obligation to not conspire in a cover-up of unlawful activity (a more serious crime), and report -Mr. K N,
auditor-Mr. N to police for multiple schemes of fraud, scientific misconduct committed by three eminent
scientist from Kobe Japan (Same Riken scientists involved in STAP cell scandal), from later that night
included coercion from Kobe Japan bureaucrat (from IBRI) to force into a conspiracy to cover up fraud
that benefitted Contradictions in story and out right lying should amount to a criminal act of fraud.
5. http://www.state.gov/m/rls/remarks/2011/169182.htm
6. http://www.state.gov/j/drl/
7. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14676647 (300 mg/dL was uniformly associated with death)
8. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3328931 / associated with 100% mortality in PTBI
9. http://www.jimmyswish.com
10. http://www.jimmysthemis.com/
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After years of telephone pleading, and begging for, and being denied U.S. Consular assistance (recorded),
I James Ryan -again, hereby authorize--the U.S. Consular Office of the United States of America and the
U.S. Department of State to release information regarding me to the following individuals:
CONTACT: Police Officer Kimura, Criminal Division, Tokorozawa Police Station (they recently
removed Officer Kimura from the case, and they will continue to protect military medical officers)
TEL: 04-2996-0110
Demand Japan-Tokorozawa- Police uphold the law, and act strictly in accordance with, and uphold
obligations of international law, and launch proper criminal investigations into irrefutable recorded,
witness, and medical record evidence of atrocities committed on an eleven year old U.S. child.
In spite of our numerous pleading, and visits to Japan -Tokorozawa police station and file criminal
complaints, handover recorded 1,2,3a,3b,3c and medical record evidence, including numerous exhaustive
–recorded- telephone pleading, Tokorozawa Police have repeatedly and egregiously failed in their legal
and moral obligation, professional primary authority, and responsibility to uphold the law, and act strictly
in accordance with international law and protect an innocent –now dying- child, the Japan police have
even failed to interview My wife and I, or witness -Dr. G S,
I James Ryan _______________________________________ Again, hereby authorize- the U.S.
Consular Office of the United States of America and the U.S. Department of State to to release
information regarding me to the Japan Police, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan FBI, CIA to PLEASE
HELP JIMMY and launch investigations before Jimmy dies, and bring to Justice anyone involved in the
above mentioned International Human Rights Violations
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